Monitor is a software license-tracking tool that provides current and historical license utilization data for multisite environments. It displays software license availability and usage statistics in real time via a rich, graphical user interface. Current and historical usage data provides information for accurate planning and license cost optimization.

Monitor is an essential license asset-monitoring tool for organizations of all sizes.

**Product Highlights**

**Designers**
- Real-time job status reporting
- Visibility into license checkouts

**Infrastructure**
- Early notification of expiring licenses
- Identify underutilized licenses for cost savings
- Usage by user, project or business unit

**Management**
- Identify and address resource congestion
- Real-time license management
- Optimize resource forecast via historical data

**Real-time License Management**
Monitor tracks license usage for 16+ license manager applications, including FLEXlm™, RLM™, and LUM™. It also has the capability to "wrap" and monitor in-house software to provide a consistent interface across the entire licensing environment.

Real-time reports enable users to monitor usage by feature. Designers can view their license checkout status, and management can identify average and peak license utilization. Having an accurate assessment of license usage over time allows organizations to optimize their software licenses and track expiration information.

**Greater Operational Efficiency**
Monitor gathers and maintains current and historical data via a highly scalable, high-performance SQL database. A heatmap report provides hourly reporting on license activity over a 24/7 workweek to identify peak usage and resource congestion times. Development managers can filter the data for deeper analysis and use it to set organizational policies and priorities.

With Monitor's daily usage reports, organizations can make real-time decisions.
on license allocation. A historical perspective of a feature’s usage over time provides the ability to accurately forecast software license needs for upcoming projects. Usage data can be mapped to existing LDAP user information for department chargebacks.

**Advanced Features**

Monitor’s advanced features provide the most comprehensive license monitoring solution available:

- Wrap unlicensed software, providing basic licensing capabilities and full utilization reporting
- Monitor remote instances of Monitor to support shared software licenses over multiple geographic sites
- Batch reports for ease of report generation
- Report analysis on true license denials while false denials are filtered out
- View table and graphical reports as a standalone page or export to .CSV
- Integrate with LDAP for user information lookup

All of these features are included in the product; no additional purchase or software is required.